Game: Relay Pictionary

Purpose: creative, guessing activity encouraging team work

This game can be played with a small group and all you need is some pens & paper!

Gather your young people and divide them into two teams. Each team is located at opposite ends of the hall with a stack of paper and pens. The main leader stands in the middle. The teams send one person up to start who gets the first word/phrase. They run back to their teams to draw this, the team guesses and whoever guesses it correctly runs to the middle to get the second word/phrase. This is repeated until one team gets through all the words/ phrases listed by the main leader in the middle.

The teams should follow standard 'Pictionary' rules! No talking, no numbers or writing words! You could have a leader in each group to ensure they follow the rules.

Suggested to have around 6-8 words or phrases listed in the middle, with a variety of complex and simple ideas, depending on how long you want the game to last!